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NEW

Daily provision activities

TITLES!
Continuous Provision: Personal and
Thinking Skills
ISBN 978-1-912611-04-1 £21.00

This new resource shows
how the practitioner
can support children in
nurturing key life skills
both while they are
involved in activities with
the learner and when they
are not present or only
observing. It includes:
l A
clear breakdown of personal and thinking skills
and advice on how to teach them with confidence
l 
Open-ended questions and practical challenges to
further each specific skill
l Guidance on ways to plan for continuous provision.

Small World Play
ISBN 978-1-912611-01-0 £16.99

An ideal resource for
practitioners who want to
develop children’s creativity
and imagination while they
are engaged in play. The
activities aim to help young
learners discover and make
sense of the world around
them. It includes:

Perfect
addition to
the Play in the
EYFS series
see page 20

l 
How and why children benefit from small world play
l 
The importance of small world play in the early
years curriculum
l 
Activities linked to the Early Learning Goals and
characteristics of effective learning.
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English as an additional language (EAL)
English as an additional language (EAL)
in practice
ISBN 978-1-909280-99-1 £19.99

This book helps educators
feel more confident in
their knowledge and
ability to support children
who are new to English. It
includes focused activities
to develop language and
communication skills
and covers:

Chapter Two How children learn languages

Chapter Two How
children learn languages

What does the EYF

By the end of the EYFS, it is

are able to do the following:

l H
ow children learn languages and how to prepare for
a new starter who has limited or no English

The way children learn to understand and use
language is a fascinating process. In just a few short

to understand the words that they hear and to understand

Understanding: 'children fo

years, many parents go from eagerly anticipating

the meaning of what people are saying to them.

involving several ideas or ac

next get peace and quiet. This chapter explores how

Speaking: 'children express

milestones.

essential that a child is able to recognise sounds and

showing awareness of listen

differentiate words, to follow instructions, and to learn

past, present and future for

Routes to bilingualism are then explored. The chapter
one language simultaneously as a baby or young
toddler learn these languages.

talking about events that ha

to happen in the future. The
The term expressive language skills refers to a child’s
ability to use words to communicate. Being able to name

narratives and explanations
events.’ (EYFS, 2017)

people, objects and actions as well as making requests and
It then looks as sequential learners, highlighting steps

asking questions all require expressive language. Developing

that children usually go through when exposed to a

expressive language skills is more complex than simply learning

There are of course many step

new language after learning a first. Factors that can

words. Children need to learn how to put words together

children must reach in order to

impact on additional language learning are discussed.

which requires them to learn the rules of the language.

learning goals. These will be ex

20

English as an additional language (EAL) in practice

English as an additional langua

Theory Supporting EAL Children in Practice BOOK.indd 20-21

e

ste p

s
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sentences, rhymes and songs.' (Hayes, 2016)

littl

te

and in response to stories a

aspects of learning language, whether is it your first
language or a subsequent language acquisition. It is

outlines how children who are exposed to more than

ISBN 978-1-909280-98-4 £19.99

tle s

'Receptive language is indeed at the heart of all other

children learn languages, firstly by looking at first
language acquisition and outlining key developmental

Supporting children with EAL
in the early years
lit

'how' and 'why' questions a

their child’s first words to wondering when they’ll

l A
dvice and guidance on helping children to settle-in,
creating a suitable environment
l Working with parents, and observation and assessment.

The term receptive language skills refers to a child’s ability

This book includes 49
activities, focusing on
different areas of the
Expressive Arts and
Design goal. Each activity
aims to help practitioners
in the development of
children’s communication
skills as they play.
l L
istening and musical activities help children with
sounds and to communicate non-verbally
l Singing assists children, as their language emerges
l V
isual art and Drama activities help children to
express themselves, without walls.

LOOK INSIDE the books and download FREE pages online!
www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com
Visit:
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Fully planned, creative provision in practice
Outstanding Early Years Provision
in practice
ISBN 978-1-909280-59-5 £19.99

A highly practical resource
that shows how to create
exceptional, cost-effective
provision. The book uses
detailed photographs
of role play areas, small
world scenes and fine
motor activities to show
this in practice.
l Clear captions explaining how achievable it is to take
the provision to the next level
l List of resources and readily available material needed
for each activity
l Real feedback from children.

Buy
both for
£32

Outstanding Early Years
Provision in practice – Book 2

CODE OT18

ISBN 978-1-909280-97-7 £19.99

This excellent book
includes further activities
with challenge sections
to stimulate children’s
creativity and extend
the provision. It aims to
develop exploration and
investigation, creativity
and fine motor skills.

Chapter Three: Small world

How the activity can s
children’s developmen
the 7 areas of learning

Areas of Learning: Personal, So
and Emotional Development

Children have the opportunity to
l Share resources.

l Play alongside other children en
same theme.
l Keep play going by responding
and do.

Areas of Learning: Communicati

Children have the opportunity to

l Use language to imagine and re

Empty giant shells must mean that giant creatures are on the loose!

own experiences in play situatio
l Link statements and stick to a
they talk.

Where ‘shell’ I hide?

l Introduce a story line or narrativ

Areas of Learning: Physical Dev

Children have the opportunity to

l Demonstrate control when hand
Areas of Learning: Literacy

Targeted areas of learning:
Communication and
Language and Expressive

l Key questions for practitioners to ask themselves
when setting up each activity

Children have the opportunity to

“I have found the slime from
a monster snail.”

Method

Areas of Learning: Mathematics

Handy hints

Children have the opportunity to

l Play a real game of hide and seek.

l Use everyday language related t

Arrange a selection of large shells on the sand. Include as
many interesting shapes, colours and textures as you can

l Compare the size and shape and
l Hide some ‘treasure’ within your setting for your very
own treasure hunt.

them. Scatter plastic gems or other jewels all around with
some placed inside the shells ready to be discovered.

l Activities to investigate, explore and create,
both indoors and outdoors

Leave the scene open for children to decide what has

Resources

HOW TO ORDER:
01722 716935

Areas of Learning: Understandin

Children have the opportunity to
l Coloured sand in shakers allows you to add colourful
designs and patterns to small world scenes.

happened and to tell their own stories as they play.

l Play with small world models.

l Share knowledge about their loc
and the natural world.

Questions to help you extend the
activity and to ensure challenge

l Assorted sized shells

Areas of Learning: Expressive A

Children have the opportunity to

l Play people

Questions for you

l Engage in imaginative play.

l Sand

l Could you provide resources for children to make their

l Introduce a story line or narrativ

l Gems/jewels.
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l Make links with familiar stories, s

l Use vocabulary and forms of sp

that are influenced by their expe

Setting up the provision

find. Position play people hiding, climbing or peering into

l Photocopiable Areas of Learning table.

l Write their own stories.

56

own treasure maps?

Outstanding Early Years Provision in practice - Book 2

Outstanding Early Years Provision 2_BOOK.indd 56-57

www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com
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l Build stories around toys and na

Outstanding Early Years Provision

Prime Areas of learning
Prime Time Physical

Buy the
whole series
for just £57!
CODE PT3

ISBN 978-1-909280-92-2 £21.00

This book provides practitioners with a meaningful and practical
approach to ensuring that ‘physical’ is central to children’s
health and wellbeing.
It supports practitioners in understanding the importance of
physical movement and its links to brain development.
l Activity ideas on movement play, dance, games and
equipment
l Observation and assessment audit.

Books

Prime Time Personal, Social and Emotional
Development

Prime Time

ISBN 978-1-909280-94-6 £21.00

A Key Person approach to learning and development

This resource supports practitioners in nurturing children’s
social skills and emotional wellbeing. It shows how they can
help them build their confidence, while developing positive
relationships with adults and their peers. It includes focused
sections on:

Jo Blank and Gill Mathews
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Personal, Social and
Emotional Development

l 
Improving routines, planning for children’s interests and
organising the environment
l 
8-week development plan.

Prime Time Communication and Language
ISBN 978-1-909280-93-9 £21.00

Designed to help practitioners and students gain fundamental
knowledge on how babies and young children develop their
speech, language and communication skills.
l Supporting children with their communication and language
development at the foundation stage
l How children express themselves and communicate with others
l The vital aspect of the practitioner’s role
l Understanding the communication process.

LOOK INSIDE the books and download FREE pages online!
www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com
Visit:
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Teaching key life skills outdoors
Developing Early Maths Skills Outdoors
ISBN 978-1-909280-83-0 £21.00

With up to 80 fully planned activities, this book includes
sections on observing, sorting, comparing and purposeful play
taking advantage of the great outdoors. It gives:
l A clear explanation of what resourecs you need and what to do
l A range of questions to promote talking and thinking
l Ideas for adult-led and adult-initiated activities
l Practitioners’ tips for how to develop children’s early
mathematical knowledge.

Developing Early Science Skills Outdoors
ISBN 978-1-909280-84-7 £21.00

This resource provides 80 low-cost and easy to set up activities
for science investigation outdoors. Using material available in
the natural environment, it includes:
l Planning guidance
l Advice on observation and assessment
l Observation template to record progress
l How to reduce the paperwork burden

Buy the
whole series
for just £57!
CODE DLS3

l Tips on enhancing continuous provision.

Developing Early Literacy Skills Outdoors
ISBN 978-1-909280-85-4 £21.00

This book shows a variety of ways to stimulate and facilitate
key literacy learning skills. It comprises 80 fully planned and fun
activities outdoors, and includes:
l Introduction to different aspects of communication,
language and literacy
l Pointers and tips about teaching literacy in the early years
l Ideas for how to involve parents and carers
l Links to all four British early years curriculum frameworks.
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Outstanding Early Years Effective leadership and management in the EYFS

Books

The Outstanding Early Years series

Effective leadership
and management
in the EYFS

Personal development,
behaviour and welfare
in the EYFS

JENNY BARBER

Books

series

Effective leadership and
management in the EYFS

Buy the
whole series
for just £57!
CODE OEY18

ISBN 978-1-909280-91-5 £21.00

From building a team to supporting reflective practice and
managing quality improvement, this book explores the many
aspects of the role of the manager in early years settings.
l Being a leader and setting a vision

by Sharon Paul-Smith

Outstanding
Early Years

l Developing the team and performance management

ching,
Personal development,
nd
behaviour and welfare
he EYFS
in the EYFS

280-89-2

ISBN: 978-1-909280-90-8

ISBN 978-1-909280-91-5

781909 280915

Practical Pre-School Books
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Outstanding
by Jenny Barber

Early Years

l Working in partnership with parents
l Safeguarding.

Quality of teaching, learning and assessment
in the EYFS
ISBN 978-1-909280-89-2 £21.00

An essential guide to understanding what ‘quality of teaching,
learning and assessment’ means. It covers:
l Guidance on assessing children’s skills, knowledge and
understanding
l What you need to teach effectively and how to make
effective observations
l Encouraging children’s participation to extend learning.

Personal development, behaviour and welfare
in the EYFS
ISBN 978-1-909280-90-8 £21.00

Focusing on this crucial area of the EYFS, this book provides
guidance on how to deliver a provision where children can
thrive and develop their individual skills. It includes:
l Promoting children’s sense of achievement
l Emotional security and wellbeing
l Keeping children safe and healthy
l Audit for practitioners to track progress.

LOOK INSIDE the books and download FREE pages online!
www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com
Visit:
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The 3 characteristics of effective learning
Active learning
ISBN 978-1-907241-35-2 £21.00

Buy the
whole series
for just £57!
CODE LTEY3

The book shows how practitioners can support babies’ and
young children’s natural desires to be active in their learning.
It includes:
l Illustrated case studies that show theory in practice
l How children concentrate and become involved
l Getting engaged and showing persistance even when things
are hard
l How children enjoy achieving what they set out to do.

Creating and thinking critically
ISBN 978-1-907241-36-9 £21.00

This guide provides an in-depth look at how babies and young
children think, develop and learn.
It gives focus to the connection between theory and practice,
and covers:
l What creating and thinking critically looks like
l How critical thinking can be supported and developed
l Ways in which the early years environment can support
children’s learning.

Playing and exploring
ISBN 978-1-907241-37-6 £21.00

This book allows early years practitioners and home-based
professionals to gain insight into developing the environment
and supporting communication and language.
It aims to increase confidence in planning for play and
exploration, while creating a child-centred curriculum. It covers:
l Practical tools to assess and extend learning through play and
exploration and advice on working with parents and carers
l Inspiring ideas and activities for indoor and outdoor areas.
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The 4 themes of ‘A Unique Child’

Child Development

Keeping Safe

ISBN 978-1-909280-71-7 £21.00

ISBN 978-1-909280-69-4 21.00

Inclusive Practice

Health and Wellbeing

ISBN 978-1-909280-72-4 £21.00

ISBN 978-1-909280-70-0 £21.00

l Guidance on best practice and focus on each of the
four strands of the ‘A Unique Child’ theme
l Practitioners’ checklists and sections including points
for reflection
l Case studies with examples describing what the EYFS
requirements are and how they should be met.

Buy all 4
‘A Unique
Child’ books,
pay for 3
CODE UNC4

LOOK INSIDE the books and download FREE pages online!
www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com
Visit:
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Promoting core values in the setting
Books

Promoting fundamental
British Values in the Early Years

PROMOTING FUNDAMENTAL BRITISH VALUES IN THE EARLY YEARS

Marianne Sargent is an early
education specialist and writer.
She is a qualified teacher and has
taught in a range of nursery and
reception classes. She holds an
MA in Early Years Education and
has worked as a lecturer in primary
and early years education.

BY MARIANNE SARGENT

r

ISBN 978-1-909280-95-3 £19.99

An essential reference
book for every early years
professional who needs
a clear overview of
legislation and policy
documents. It includes
ways to promote British
values to meet Ofsted’s
expectations and:

Fundamental British values and the EYFS

flourish in life, learning and work, now and in the future, and
to appreciate their place in the world’ (Education Scotland,
2016). These four capacities – to become successful
learners, confident individuals, responsible citizens and
effective contributors – support the principles that underpin
all four British values.

Promoting fundamental

blished author of books for early years
ular contributor to Nursery World
tor magazines. Find out more on her
rsclassroom.com

British Values

This book looks at how fundamental British values are
reflected in the EYFS. However, all the case studies
and activities are equally applicable to early years
settings in Wales and Scotland.

in the Early Years

ISBN 978-1-909280-95-3

781909 280953

Practical Pre-School Books
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A guide to the Prevent duty and meeting the
expectations of the new Common Inspection Framework
by Marianne Sargent

providers to do this in an age appropriate way, through
ensuring children learn right from wrong, mix and share
with other children and value others’ views, know
about similarities and differences between themselves
and others, and challenge negative attitudes and
stereotypes.’ (HM Government, 2015a, p.10).

21/06/2016 14:42

l 
Guidance on how providers can produce evidence
Wales and Scotland

The Welsh Foundation Phase Framework (WFPF) upholds
broadly the same principles as the EYFS with emphasis on
planning for the individual needs of the developing child,
delivering an inclusive learning programme and providing a
stimulating environment that fosters active learning. However,
the WFPF makes specific reference to the UNCRC and the
responsibility of settings to ‘develop in every child a sense of
personal and cultural identity that is receptive and respectful
towards others’ and to ‘plan across the curriculum to develop
the knowledge and understanding, skills, values and attitudes
that will enable children to participate in our multi-ethnic society
in Wales’ (DfES, 2015, p.5). British values are at its core.

that they are meeting the Prevent duty

The Scottish Curriculum for Excellence (SCE) aims to help
children develop four capacities which ‘aim to ensure that
all children and young people in Scotland develop the
knowledge, skills and attributes they will need if they are to

four core values highlighted in the framework, in
12

Although the main objective of the Prevent strategy is to
promote a set of values that contribute toward creating a
cohesive society, such values are of course beneficial to the
development of the individual child. This can be illustrated
by looking at how fundamental British values support the
characteristics of effective learning identified in the EYFS.

Playing and exploring

l Case studies to exemplify how to support all the
everyday practice.

For society but also
for the individual

Promoting fundamental British Values in the Early Years

Young children learn through engaging with the world around
them; actively exploring and playing. These experiences are
more rewarding in a democratic learning environment where
everyone is able to share, take turns and work cooperatively.
Children also need to be able to follow rules and understand the
difference between right and wrong if they are to successfully
share the learning space. In addition, they will get more from their
play experiences if they are encouraged to participate in decision
making, including deciding what they would like to learn about
and which resources they would like to have access to.

Children who are helped to develop self-confidence and
exercise freedom of choice and expression will be able to
take greater advantage of their learning environment. These
children will be more willing to take risks and less afraid
to make mistakes. They will also be more inquisitive and
talkative, enabling them to make the most out of the learning
opportunities put in front of them.

Active learning
Children are motivated and engaged when they are
interested, and the extent to which the learning environment
reflects their interests is dependent upon whether their views,
opinions and ideas are taken into account. A democratic
setting will plan around the fascinations, needs, aptitudes
and abilities of the children. They will be encouraged to
question, debate and investigate despite the risk of failure
and their achievements will be celebrated, helping them
develop a sense of individual worth.

Promoting fundamental British Values in the Early Years

Promoting fundamental British Values in the Early Years_BOOK.indd 12-13

Actively promoting
British values in the EYFS

13

Buy
both for
£25

06/08/2018 12:55

CODE BV17

ISBN 978-1-909280-96-0 £9.99

A practical planning
resource that takes each
of the core British values
and demonstrates how
they can be actively
promoted through 16
focused activities.
It includes clear and
accessible plans covering:
l F
our activities for each core value and ways to collect
evidence of learning
l 
Key questions and discussion points
l A checklist and example observation document with
curriculum links.
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Maths and ICT in daily provision
Developing Early Maths through Story
ISBN 978-1-909280-76-2 £18.99

This book helps early years
practitioners feel more
confident about teaching
early mathematics. It uses
stories and rhymes to put
maths into context and
demonstrates concepts in
ways that are meaningful
to children. It includes:
l A brief outline of a traditional story, including EYFS
learning objectives
l Opportunities for adult-directed learning and
suggestions for using ICT
l Outdoor activities and ideas for using natural materials.

Outstanding Early Childhood Practice in ICT
ISBN 978-1-909280-77-9 £18.99

Clear and accessible
information on digital
learning. Ideal for
practitioners, parents,
as well as students.
It gives pedagogical
clarity, specifically in
relation to the use of new
technologies.

Peer-to-peer play

turns; asking for and providing
integrating of ideas; arguing the
and coordinating perspectives;
and elaborating on the informa
seeking of agreements (Rojas-D
Kucirkova et al., 20147).

Recently, some research has foc
talk when using iPad Apps. Kuci
and Khoo (2014)8 showed that A
valuable opportunities for explo
five-year-old children, which furt
thinking and reasoning capabilit
ended Apps used in the researc
Collage™, Popplet™ and Our Sto
to these Apps is their support fo
different from a passive consum

It is worth noting that not all ch
shared activities. Ljung-Djärf (20
distinct roles of children around
of their involvement in the activ
and the spectator.

In the research of Bangert-Drow
seven different forms of studen
educational software were iden
disengagement, unsystematic
engagement, structure-depend
interest, critical engagement, an

Table 1 Seven levels of studen

l Provides outstanding practice in ICT, including
essential e-safety advice
l Includes a section on emergent literacy
l How to foster children’s computational thinking
beyond the use of desktop PCs.

Taxonomy Level

Play is a crucial element of young children’s lives. It nurtures
children’s creativity, imagination and provides the context within
which they explore and gain their first understandings of the
world. Children’s playful learning can be enhanced not only
through adult guidance but also in collaboration with more
knowledgeable peers (Vygotsky, 1978)1. In sustained shared
thinking (Siraj-Blatchford, 2007)2, children work together with
peers or adults in an intellectual way to solve a problem, clarify
a concept, evaluate activities or extend a narrative. This chapter
focuses on peer-to-peer play.
Bandura’s (1977)3 theory of learning emphasises the way in
which children learn through watching other children and adults,
who provide model behaviours for the child. Vygotsky’s (1978)1
sociocultural perspective shows how a more knowledgeable/
capable peer can provide practical assistance, demonstrations,

16

explanations, questions, corrections and other interactions,
to enable a child to achieve more than what they can do by
themselves. In education this is referred to as ‘scaffolding’.

What does the research say about
peer engagement with ICT?
One of the concerns about children using ICT focuses on their
becoming isolated from social interactions. However, research
has shown that when used effectively, ICT can support
children’s social-emotional development (Clements & Sarama,
20034; McCarrick & Li, 20075) and encourage cooperation,
collaboration and competition among children. Various types
of peer collaboration through ICT have been observed in
our previous research. These included: joint planning; taking

Outstanding Early Childhood Practice in ICT

Literate thinking

Stud
man
pers

Critical engagement

Stud
softw

Self-regulated interest

Stud
featu
pers

Structure dependent
engagement

Stud
com

Frustrated engagement Stud
them
frust
Unsystematic
engagement

Stud
to an
does

Disengagement

Stud
softw
softw

Outstanding Early Childhood Practi

Outstanding Early Childhood practice in ICT_BOOK.indd 16-17

LOOK INSIDE the books and download FREE pages online!
www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com
Visit:
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Essential texts for students
An essential
text for all
early education
students

How children learn
ISBN 978-1-909280-73-1 £19.99

An unrivalled introduction
to the educational
thinkers and pioneers
of modern education.
This resource gives solid
understanding of key
concepts and theories, all
explained in a way that is
clear and accessible.

Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925) and Steiner Waldorf education

Rudolf Steiner and
Steiner Waldorf education
PROFILE
Rudolf Steiner, an Austrian scientist and
philosopher, established new forms of
architecture, medicine and education.
Steiner Waldorf schools provide a
distinctive form of education that fosters
personal and social development
and is based on the view of the child
as a spiritual being.

KEY DATES
1861
1919
1925
1925

Born in Austria
First Steiner Waldorf school established
Dies
First Steiner Waldorf school opens in England

LINKS

l Explains how each theory can be tied to specific areas
of educational practice

McMillan

His life
Rudolf Steiner was born in the village of Kraljevec, Austria (now
Croatia). At university he concentrated on maths, physics and
chemistry but wrote his final thesis on philosophy. He worked first
in Weimar and then Berlin, where he was involved in publishing.
He gave courses on history and natural science and offered practical
training in public speaking.

l Provides a critical analysis of each idea

Steiner was interested in spirituality and established a ‘science of
the spirit’, that he called anthroposophy. Albert Schweitzer, an early
twentieth century philosopher, was impressed by Steiner’s philosophical
writings and views. A World Anthroposophical Society still exists with
its headquarters in Switzerland and followers throughout the world,
especially in the United States of America. Anthroposophy is concerned
with the human struggle for inner freedom.

l Helps evaluate the impact that each theory has on
policy and common practice.

34

Impressed by the breadth and depth of his thinking, the director of the
Waldorf-Astoria cigarette factory in Stuttgart, Emil Molt, asked Steiner
to form a school for both the children of workers and for the children of
more wealthy families. Two years later, in 1919 the first Steiner Waldorf
school was founded. From this modest beginning, there are today 1,800
kindergartens and 900 schools situated in all five continents of the world.

His writing
Rudolf Steiner wrote around 30 books and gave an estimated 6,000
lectures across Europe. The Steiner Waldorf Fellowship, Rudolf Steiner
Press and the Anthroposophic Press have published some of Steiner’s
writings and collections of his lectures. The topics he covered in his
writing include spiritual and philosophical matters, art, music, literature,
art, science and nature and economics. Of this vast range of writing,
those most relevant to early childhood care and education are perhaps:
 The Education of the Child in the Light of Anthroposophy,
republished in 1995 by the Rudolf Steiner Publishing Company
 The Education of the Child, published by Anthroposophic Press
(originally published in 1907)

 from seven to 14 the affective
 The Kingdom of Childhood published by Rudolf Steiner Press
(originally published in 1924)
 The child’s changing consciousness and Waldorf education
published by Rudolf Steiner Press in 1988 (drawn from lectures
given during 1923)

His theory

 from birth to seven the active, or will, predominates;

How children learn

How children learn 2
ISBN 978-1-90457-537-5 £17.99

This book explores
in a way that is clear
and accessible the
key theories on child
development and
includes sections on how
children acquire language
and the meaning of
intelligence and creativity.
l A wide range of theories, from Aristotle to Vygotsky
l How children learn to read
l Children’s development of writing and speaking skills
l Criticisms of the theories.

HOW TO ORDER:
01722 716935

Steiner believed that children who
succeed intellectually at too early
learn for themselves. The avoidanc
desire to protect the faculties of fe

Steiner Waldorf education include
underpin practice. These theoretic

Rudolf Steiner wanted to create an education which gave children clarity of
thought, sensitivity of feeling and strength of will. Steiner’s theory centred on
all aspects of growth and development including spirituality. He aimed for
all children to experience both arts and sciences and a balanced experience
of what he described as ‘thinking, feeling and willing’. Steiner’s philosophy
sprang from the idea that there are three seven-year cycles of development.
Education needs to work with the unfolding abilities and changing needs of
the child at each stage. These stages are described as follows:

HCL1_BOOK.indd 34-35
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 The importance of imitation a
imitation was the prime mean
the development of the will (s
that children imitate others –
for themselves. In watching a
out similar actions. Imaginati
education because it is linked
or anthroposophy (see glossa
which are not present to the s

How children learn

Educational theory and approaches made easy
How children learn 3
ISBN 978-1-90457-588-7 £17.99

This text provides concise
but comprehensive
overviews to the most
influential contemporary
education theorists.
It covers sections on how
each theory can be put
into practice. Clear and
accessible, it includes:
l G
uy Claxton, Tina Bruce, Urie Bronfenbrenner and
Ferre Laevers
l 
The role of the community in the early years
l E
ducational theories on whether boys and girls
learn differently.

How children learn 4
ISBN 978-1-907241-05-5 £17.99

Buy the
whole series
for just £65!
CODE HCL4

This is an essential
guide to how children
with special educational
needs learn and develop.
It covers sections on
how to make relevant
observation and
assessment when
engaged in play.
l 
How emotional intelligence influences children’s
learning and development
l 
The importance of listening to children
l 
Assistive technologies, behaviour and learning,
hearing and visual impairment.

LOOK INSIDE the books and download FREE pages online!
www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com
Visit:

13

Child Development

What does it mean to be one?

What does it mean to be three?

ISBN 978-1-907241-39-0 £15.99

ISBN 978-1-907241-40-6 £15.99

What does it mean to be two?

What does it mean to be four?

ISBN 978-1-907241-38-3 £16.99

ISBN 978-1-907241-41-3 £15.99

This series supports early years practitioners in understanding how
children learn and develop at different stages from two to five-years-old.
It covers:
l Developing language and communication and building literacy skills
l Supporting creativity and critical thinking

Buy the
whole series
for just £55!
CODE WDIT4

l Encouraging early mathematical skills.
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Positive Relationships

Parents as Partners

Child-Initiated Learning

ISBN 978-1-909280-22-9

ISBN 978-1-909280-20-5

The Key Person Approach

Supporting Children’s
Social Development

ISBN 978-1-909280-21-2

Only
£14.99
each!

ISBN 978-1-909280-25-0

This series covers the four aspects of ‘Positive Relationships’ in the EYFS and includes clear
guidance on the importance of nurturing the key relationship between the practitioner, children
and their parents.
l Examples of best practice with focused case studies
l 
Tips for incorporating theoretical knowledge into routine use
l 
Activities to stimulate learning in a way that is fun and creative.

LOOK INSIDE the books and download FREE pages online!
www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com
Visit:
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Early Years Essentials
Enabling Environments
ISBN 978-1-907241-18-5 £19.99

A highly practical guide to
creating positive learning
environments across a
range of settings. This
comprehensive resource
includes case studies,
observation templates,
risk assessment forms
and ideas on:

Why is the environment important in supporting children‘s learning?

A book corner, welcoming and comfortable for the early ‘reader’

Every Child Matters
Providing an enabling environment links to the five Every Child
Matters outcomes:

Supporting independence and life skills

l Achieve Economic Well Being: an enabling environment
that offers challenge; where children learn and develop,
gaining skills to support them in later learning and eventually
in employment and adult life, enabling them to achieve
economic wellbeing.

l Stay Safe: an enabling environment provides children with

l Making the most of what you’ve got, in terms of
space, resources and budget

a safe and secure place to play and learn, with support from

To access The Every Child Matters Outcomes Framework

caring adults who will continually risk assess and evaluate

(DCSF, 2008) visit http://www.dcsf.gov.uk/childrensplan/

the environment, help children to learn about dangers, and

downloads/ECM%20outcomes%20framework.pdf

how to protect themselves.
l Be Healthy: an enabling environment provides children with
support to develop good personal hygiene practices, such
as hand washing, and a clean place to play, reducing the

The environment: different
approaches and curricula

spread of infections.
The environment has always been considered important in
l Enjoy and Achieve: an enabling environment provides a

l Providing an environment which involves children and
encourages child-initiated learning
l Producing risk assessment, polices and procedures.

research and approaches of the main theorists. It is also a
principle of many early education curricula and frameworks

offer challenge, and the opportunity to succeed.

across the world. The below lists summarise the importance
that key theorists, followed by early years frameworks in the UK,

l Make a Positive Contribution: an enabling environment
where their voices are listened to and acted upon, where

Maria Montessori (1870-1952) was an Italian physician and

they are consulted about changes and developments in

educator who developed the Montessori method of educating

their setting.

children based on her research and experiences educating

3

Early Childhood Essentials series: Enabling Environments in the Early Years

Buy all 5
books for
just £85!

EEnvironments (REVISED)_BOOK.indd 3

10/08/2017 13:03

ISBN 978-1-907241-19-2 £19.99

CODE ECE5

Planning through the learning environment

The Grove House Nursery Class team have a daily afternoon

place on the early learning environment.

encourages children and parents to make contributions,

Transitions

The ultimate guide on
how young children cope
Example: observation-led enhancement of play provision
emotionally and physically
with transitions between
key stages and various
settings. Accessible
advice is supplemented
with resource sheets and
case studies. It includes:

children’s learning and development, and features in the

wide range of activities and resources that are stimulating and
encourage participation, support learning and development,

Planning through the learning environment

Example: planning for the full possibilities of learning
The team of Grove House Children’s Centre develop

planning meeting to reflect on children’s spontaneous interests,

informative displays, with the help of children, which capture

as well as the two adult-led experiences that have been

the story of enterprises, whether they last a day or longer.

available. Here are a few highlights to show short-term planning

that is so responsive to what has worked well today. See also the

The Nursery Class had a wide range of illustrated wall

examples on page 51, 56 and 63. Observations and comments

displays, including:

from the team led to immediate decisions, written down, for

enhancements to provision, usually for the next day. Plans stretch
into next week if a special event needs more planning time.

l My visit was on a Friday and the team were able to reflect on

l A photo story of ‘On the coach’ provided illustrations and
descriptive captions about a day out. The writing added to
the photos in terms of what someone did or actually said,
what was noticed and what happened.

what happened on the single day within the week when there
were no wheeled vehicles in the garden. This temporary

l A special display showed: ‘Our home visits’ in which

absence seemed to create the opportunity for children to run

children could see the photos that were taken when their

races round the circuit that is usually occupied by children on

key person visited them in the family home before children

one- and two-seater bikes. The conclusion was that a bike-

started at Grove House. Like other teams, Grove House

free day could be a useful regular event.

l Practitioners had noticed that several children had been keen
on using the trolley outdoors – the trolley was designed for

offers home visits to families, most of whom accept this
opportunity. The photos were close-ups of the child and
what they wanted to be captured on film, such as their
bedroom or holding their special cuddly toy.

adult-sized and designed for trundling stacked boxes. The

children had been intrigued and had managed to move the
trolley effectively around the garden. So the decision was

l Another wall display illustrated: ‘The children have been
exploring textures while making play dough’. This display

that this trolley would be out again. Informal observation had

showed photos of children making and using their play

confirmed that the trolley was safe to be out at the same time

dough, with a recipe provided. The lower part of the

as the bikes; there had been no collisions.

display featured: ‘What does it feel like?’ with some words
to describe texture – bumpy, rough, rubbery. Then the

l Several groups of children had been fully engaged in

l A clear outline of what transition is, with links to the
EYFS framework

large scale chalking and drawing. Some thought was

lowest part of the display had different materials fixed to
the board that could be touched and felt.

given to maybe moving some of the outdoor equipment
and furniture to create more space for this enterprise.

In a similar way, wall displays in the Infant and Toddler Centre

Practitioners had noticed that children especially liked

show babies, toddlers and twos in ways that enable their

painting with the sponges. Plans were made to offer more

parents to share and understand what very young children

resources for large scale outdoor painting.

have enjoyed. The displays are also of direct interest to children

l A busy group had been pretend cooking in the sand for

themselves and act a as visual reminder and focus of current
interest, since most displays are set low, at child height.

a sustained period of time. The decision was made to

l The importance of a key person approach and best
ways to work with families and carers during transitions

ensure next week that there were plenty of cooking items
ready by the sand, to find the long handled wooden
spoons or buy more if they could not be discovered.

l Displays showed how children choose from the accessible
environment, for instance with: ‘Let’s read together’;
showing babies, toddlers and twos enjoying books
with an adult, and out of choice on their own.

l Another group of children had been intrigued by ‘finding
treasure’ in another area of sand. The team decided that
this possibility needed to keep running. The self-service

Using the trolley

l Examples of transition policies.
38

tray by the sand resource had sieves and other items
which could help in the treasure seeking.

Early Childhood Essentials series: Planning for Effective Early Learning

l A long sequence of twenty photos and descriptive
captions showed the story: ‘When the chicks came to
nursery’ – the experience with real chicks enjoyed by
the children and adults.

Photos can capture the moment

Early Childhood Essentials series: Planning for Effective Early Learning

PFEELearning_BOOK.indd 38-39
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Early Years Essentials
Inclusion and Diversity
ISBN 978-1-907241-21-5 £19.99

This title contains sound guidance on how to develop,
implement and maintain inclusive practice. It provides essential
support to practitioners in their efforts to provide a rich cultural
experience for children, regardless of their backgrounds and
beliefs. Includes chapters on:
l What inclusion and diversity means, together with
legislation and policy
l Working with parents and carers
l Leadership and reflective practice.

Books

Understanding Behaviour

Early
Childhood
Essentials

EARLY CHILDHOOD ESSENTIALS

ars

and

ISBN 978-1-907241-22-2 £19.99

UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOUR IN THE EARLY YEARS

This guide highlights the importance of working in partnership
with parents to understand and support children’s behavioural
learning and aims to increase practitioners’ confidence in
supporting children. Includes chapters on:

07241-18-5

BY KAY MATHIESON

Leadership and
Management
in the Early Years

ronments
ears

ISBN 978-1-907241-42-0
ISBN 978-1-907241-22-2

781907 241222

Practical Pre-School Books

9

Understanding Behaviour
in the Early Years
A guide to devising effective strategies while promoting
positive relationships and emotional well-being

Kay Mathieson

Early
Childhood
Essentials

l Early intervention in the context of supporting behavioural
learning
l Theoretical perspectives on behavioural learning
l How to use observation records and analysis to develop
effective strategies

Leadership and Management
ISBN 978-1-907241-42-0 £19.99

This book is an essential guide for all leaders and managers
building and developing a team in early years settings. It gives
best practice advice, together with guidance on how effective
leadership can improve the quality of the provision and a clear
explanation of the manager role.
l Practical, common sense approach to leadership that can
be applied to everyday practice
l Includes a chapter on supervision, which is a key
requirement of the EYFS.

LOOK INSIDE the books and download FREE pages online!
www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com
Visit:
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ISBN 978-1-909280-35-9

It also guides you on how you can record what children have learned, with
clear links to the Early Learning Goals and the Statutory Framework.

Other books in this series include:
All about me; Animals; Autumn; Books; Clothes; Colour; Dinosaurs; Fairy stories; Farms;
Food; Games; Growth; Houses and homes; ICT; Journeys; Making music; Minibeasts;
Numbers; Nursery rhymes; Opposites; Phonics; Pirates; Recycling; Shapes; Shopping;
Sounds; Space; Spring; Summer; The environment; The sea; The seasons;
The senses; The twelve days of Christmas; Toys; Water; Weather;
What are things made from?; Where I live; Winter.

Week by week planning for your theme • Match your
theme to the 2012 EYFS • Focus on each Area of Learning
• Ways to collect evidence to show learning
9
Books

Books

Week by week planning for your theme • Match your
theme to the EYFS • Focus on each Area of Learning
• Ways to collect evidence to show learning

This book takes you step-by-step through planning a theme on People who help us.
It shows you how to use those plans as you develop activities in the setting.

9

781909 280359

www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com

ISBN 978-1-909280-34-2

781909 280342

Books

Practical
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ry

It also guides you on how you can record what children have learned, with clear
links to the Early Learning Goals and the Statutory Framework.

Other books in this series include:
All about me; Animals; Autumn; Books; Clothes; Colour; Dinosaurs; Fairy stories; Farms;
Food; Games; Growth; Houses and homes; ICT; Journeys; Making music; Minibeasts;
Numbers; Nursery rhymes; Opposites; People who help us; Phonics; Pirates; Recycling;
Shapes; Shopping; Sounds; Space; Summer; The environment; The sea; The seasons;
The senses; The twelve days of Christmas; Toys; Water; Weather; What are things
made from?; Where I live; Winter.

Week by week planning for your theme • Match your
theme to the EYFS • Focus on each Area of Learning
• Ways to collect evidence to show learning
Books

Books

ISBN 978-1-909280-81-6

www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com

This book takes you step-by step through planning a theme on Spring.
It shows you how to use those plans as you develop activities in the classroom.

9

781909 280816

www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com

ISBN 978-1-909280-45-8

9

781909 280458
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Spring

PFL Spring_COVER.indd 1

Week by week planning for your theme • Match your
theme to the EYFS • Focus on each Area of Learning
• Ways to collect evidence to show learning
by Rachel Sparks Linfield and Penny Coltman

by Rachel Sparks Linfield and Penny Coltman
PFL Winter_COVER.indd 1
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All about me; Animals; Autumn; Books; Clothes; Colour; Dinosaurs; Fairy stories; Farms;
Food; Games; Growth; Houses and homes; ICT; Journeys; Making music; Minibeasts;
Numbers; Nursery rhymes; Opposites; People who help us; Phonics; Pirates; Recycling;
Shapes; Shopping; Sounds; Space; Spring; Summer; The environment; The sea;
The seasons; The senses; The twelve days of Christmas; Toys; Water; Weather;
What are things made from?; Where I live.

Winter

Planning for Learning is an essential element of pre-school education.
This popular and practical series is designed to enable you to deliver the
EYFS with ease and get the children in your care thinking and playing creatively.

Practical Pre-Sch
rom
ool
B

Other books in this series include:

through
Spring

for
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oo
ssr

It also guides you on how you can record what children have learned, with clear
links to the Early Learning Goals and the Statutory Framework.

Planning
Learning

ou
r

cla

This book takes you step-by step through planning a theme on Winter.
It shows you how to use those plans as you develop activities in the classroom.

Practical Pre-Sch
rom
ool
B

Planning for Learning is an essential element of pre-school education.
This popular and practical series is designed to enable you to deliver the
EYFS with ease and get the children in your care thinking and playing creatively.

idea
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ry
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Practical
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Planning
Planning
Learning
for
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Week by week planning for your theme • Match your
theme to the EYFS • Focus on each Area of Learning
• Ways to collect evidence to show learning

03/07/2013 17:21

07/03/2016 14:03

Planning
for
Learning

People who
help us

by Rachel Sparks Linfield and Christine Warwick

by Rachel Sparks Linfield

by Rachel Sparks Linfield and Penny Coltman

PFL Nursery rhymes_COVER.indd 1
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Only
£9.99
each!*

ISBN 978-1-909280-33-5
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All about me; Animals; Autumn; Books; Clothes; Colour; Fairy stories; Farms;
Food; Games; Growth; Houses and homes; ICT; Journeys; Making music; Minibeasts;
Numbers; Opposites; People who help us; Phonics; Recycling; Shapes; Shopping;
Sounds; Space Spring; Summer; The environment; The sea; The seasons; The senses;
The twelve days of Christmas; Toys; Water; Weather; What are things made from?;
Where I live; Winter.

through

Planning for Learning is an essential element of pre-school education.
This popular and practical series is designed to enable you to deliver the
EYFS with ease and get the children in your care thinking and playing creatively.
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It also guides you on how you can record what children have learned, with clear
links to the Early Learning Goals and the 2012 Statutory Framework.
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This book takes you step-by-step through planning a theme on Nursery rhymes.
It shows you how to use those plans as you develop activities in the classroom.
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Planning for Learning is an essential element of pre-school education.
This popular and practical series is designed to enable you to deliver the
EYFS with ease and get the children in your care thinking and playing creatively.
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Planning for the Early Years

Only
£12.99
each!

Developing a Forest School in Early Years
Provision
ISBN 978-1-907241-34-5 £19.99

This is a practical guide for practitioners who are thinking of
starting down the exciting road of developing a Forest School
in their setting.
l An exploration of what Forest School means
l Why and how Forest Schools became established in the UK
l The equipment and training needed, as well as the
importance of risk assessment.

LOOK INSIDE the books and download FREE pages online!
www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com
Visit:
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Books

Play in the EYFS

About the book

Outdoor Play

PLAY IN THE EYFS

Learning through play is at the heart of the EYFS, and learning through play outdoors is
no exception. Outdoor Play aims to give the practitioner as many outdoor play ideas as
possible to support children’s learning within the context of the EYFS.
Whether you have a wonderful garden or a small square of tarmac, this book will help you
by explaining how to use the outdoor space you have available effectively. This hands-on
guide is brimming full of activities to enjoy outdoors with the early years, examining the
value of outdoor play, and how to plan for and manage it. It also includes examples of good
practice and looks at the resources you need to support outside play.

Play in the EYFS

Practical activities are provided to support learning across the whole curriculum.
Each activity highlights what it will help children to learn and suggests themed links.

About the author
Sue Durant has worked in early years education both as a reception teacher and primary
teacher. Sue has worked for eight years as an Early Years Advisor for Worcester, where she
has been committed to raising the standards of outdoor learning throughout the early years
sector. She returned to the classroom again as a Foundation Stage Leader in a large primary
school with two reception classes and a nursery.

OUTDOOR PLAY BY SUE DURANT

Also in the series

Role Play
ISBN: 978-1-909280-29-8

Heuristic Play
ISBN: 978-1-909280-28-1

Sensory Play
ISBN: 978-1-909280-30-4

Books

9

www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com

781909 280274

•
•
•

Practical Pre-School Books

ISBN 978-1-909280-27-4

The value of outdoor play
Planning for and managing outdoor play
60 activities linked to the prime and specific areas of learning

by Sue Durant

Outdoor Play

ISBN 978-1-909280-30-4 £16.99

ISBN 978-1-909280-27-4 £16.99

Role Play
Play in the EYFS

xtension ideas to create even more. Each
rning and development, to make your

About the book

Heuristic Play

PLAY IN THE EYFS

PLAY IN THE EYFS

arly years practitioners are expected to
play is a rich form of play that allows
nother person’s perspective and can
f learning and development.

k sets out to explain why it is an important
dance on managing role play areas on
ng up different scenarios that are both

Books

Books

Sensory Play

Anyone working with babies and young children will find this book an invaluable resource to
create an enabling environment in early years settings. This revised edition aims to explain
the value of heuristic play for children from a few months old to five years and beyond.
This form of play stimulates all of the senses and allows babies and children to explore,
investigate and discover at their own pace and in their own unique and individual way.

Play in the EYFS

Each chapter links heuristic play activities to child development theory, together with case
studies of children in real settings to illustrate any theoretical points. Links are also made to
the Early Years Foundation Stage, with suggested ways of observing and assessing learning
and development through heuristic play.

About the author
Sheila Riddall-Leech has extensive and varied experience of working with babies, children
and young people in a range of settings, both in the UK and overseas. She has been a
deputy head teacher of a large primary school and now runs her own training company.
Sheila has written numerous books on early years education.

a teacher who has worked for many years
is passionate about the importance of
thinking and understanding of the world.
the early years curriculum.

781909 280298

•
•
•

The value of role play

Outdoor Play
ISBN: 978-1-909280-27-4

Role Play
ISBN: 978-1-909280-29-8

Sensory Play
ISBN: 978-1-909280-30-4

Planning for and managing role play

ISBN 978-1-909280-28-1

18 scenarios covering the ELGs

by Judith Harries

www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com

9

781909 280281

•
•
•

Practical Pre-School Books
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ISBN 978-1-909280-29-8

Books

Sensory Play
ISBN: 978-1-909280-30-4

HEURISTIC PLAY BY SHEILA RIDDALL-LEECH

ROLE PLAY BY JUDITH HARRIES

ic Play
78-1-909280-28-1

Also in the series

Activities for all age ranges in the early years
Observation and assessment suggestions
Links to the EYFS, schemas and child development

by Sheila Riddall-Leech

Role Play

Heuristic Play

ISBN 978-1-909280-29-8 £16.99

ISBN 978-1-909280-28-1 £16.99

This is a key range of titles for every educator working with children in daily
provision. The titles describe the benefits of each type of play both for learning
and development and the wellbeing of children. They cover:
l Why play is important, with links to theoretical perspectives
l Activities for babies, toddlers and older children
l How adults can support children’s learning through play, including case studies.
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Faiths and multi-cultural activities
Faiths and Festivals Book 1
ISBN 978-1-909280-58-8 £18.99

An accessible guide
which ensures that your
setting is inclusive of all
faiths. It enables you
to explore the major
religions, festivals and
celebrations in a way that
is meaningful to young
children. It includes:

Calendar of festivals

1

St David’s Day (National D
Wales)

17 St Patrick’s Day (National D

21 New Year/Naw-Ruz (Baha’i
Mothering Sunday

Guidance on dates
Different religions have different
calendars – for example, the
Jewish calendar is based on the
traditional date of creation. Each
Jewish year contains 12 lunar
months of 29 or 30 days.

l A breakdown of all major faiths

Holi (Hindu)

March/April
Easter (Christian)
Passover (Jewish)

January
1

New Year’s Day

Islam on the other hand dates
from the flight to Medina, al Hijrah
in 622. It is a lunar calendar so the
Muslim year shifts back in relation
to the Western calendar. The first
of the month is determined by the
sighting of the moon in Makkah.
Eid ul-Fitr falls at the end of the
month of Ramadan.

6

Epiphany (Christian)

6

Orthodox Christmas (Christian)

Buddhist festivals are even
more complicated because
the dates vary from country to
country and between different
Buddhist traditions. So while
many Buddhists celebrate Wesak
on the first full moon day in May
(except in a leap year when it is in
June), others, for example Tibetan
Buddhists, celebrate it in June.

The Muslim lunar calendar

If this seems daunting, check out
the date with a couple of sources.
Useful websites include:
l www.reonline.org.uk/supporting/
festivals-calendar

l A wealth of stories, songs, activity ideas and delicious
recipes, associated with 15 festivals, to try in your
setting or at home
l Resource suggestions for use in settings.

March

l www.shapworkingparty.org.uk
Try to use more than one source
from the religion you are looking
at. If there is still no agreement
and you have families from that
faith in your group – ask them.
This is a quick and easy way to
obtain the information, it takes into
account any local traditions and is a
wonderful way of involving parents
in the work you are doing.

2

February/March

January/February

Shrove Tuesday (Pancake Day)
(Christian)

Chinese New Year

Ash Wednesday – first day of Lent
(Christian)
Purim (Jewish)

The Muslim year is 354 days divided
into 12 months of either 29 or 30 days
long. Because the lunar year is shorter
than the solar year on which the
Western calendar is based, Muslim
holy days cycle backwards through
the Western calendar. The number in
brackets indicates the number of the
Muslim month, for example Ramadan
is the ninth month.

Muslim festivals
Muslim New Year – 1 Muharram (1)
Safar (2)
Muhammad’s Birthday – 12 Rabi’alawwal (3)
Rabiulakhir (4)
Jamadilawal (5)
Jamadilakhir (6)
Night Journey of Muhammad – 27
Rajab (7)
Shaban (8)
Eid ul-Fitr – end of month of Ramadan (9)
Shawwal (10)
Zulkaedah (11)
Eid ul-Adha 10-13 Zul-Hijjah (12)

December
Advent
25 Christmas (Christian)
Bodhi Day (Buddhist)
Hanukkah (Jewish)

Buy
both for
£32

Birthday of Guru Gobind Singh (Sikh)

Faiths and Festivals Book 1: A guide to the religions and celebrations in our multicultural society

Faiths and Festivals 1_BOOK.indd 2-3

November
Birthday of Guru Nanak (Sikh)
12 Anniversary of the birth of

December/January

24 Martyrdom of Guru Tegh B

30 St Andrew’s Day (National D

Faiths and Festivals Book 1: A guide to t

CODE FF18

Faiths and Festivals Book 2
ISBN 978-1-907241-43-7 £18.99

A guide full of monthby-month fun ideas for
supporting inclusive
practice and multi-cultural
learning. It includes
traditional stories,
activities and local
recipes associated with
individual festivals.

March: Holi
– festival of colours

l A monthly calendar to plan for individual festivals and
record celebrations.

A very messy festiva

Holi is a time of fun for young and
messy, with people throwing powd
friends, neighbours and strangers i
and the air is often bright with clou

Gulal and Abeer

Gulal is a powdered colour found
Indian markets in the days leading

Abeer is made of small crystals of
coloured powders sparkly.

Pichkaris

The use of water pistols and long
modern take on the throwing of c
useful for squirting over distance.
water bombs are also very popula

Tesu

Originally, the coloured powders
from drying and grinding natural i
from the tesu tree gave a very pop
red colour, once dried and ground
mixed with water.

l Songs and rhymes to stimulate children’s participation
l Role-play scenarios to encourage the learning of
religions around the world

but today synthetic colours are wi
coloured foams and balloons fille
great for popping on your victim’s

Holi performance pie
The Hindu festival of Holi is a truly beautiful time of
celebration. Chiefly observed in India and countries with
large Hindu populations, Holi is primarily a celebration of
springtime, the season’s beautiful colours, and a farewell to
winter months, but originally marked the agricultural season
of the Rabi (agricultural) crops. Although Holi has religious
roots with connections to Hindu mythology, for most Hindus
today, Holi is the least religious of Hindu celebrations
– a time for lots of fun, and also a time when the usual
boundaries between young and old and rich and poor are
lowered (although not completely ignored) in favour of a
time of mutual celebration.

Phalg una (February/March), with Rangapanchami (fifth day
of the full moon) marking the official end of Holi.

In most regions Holi celebrations last about two days, being
celebrated on the last full moon day of the lunar month;

Traditionally, natural colours made from plants were used to
make the coloured dyes used during the Holi celebrations,
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There are certain well-established customs attached to
Holi. The main custom is the smearing of coloured powders
on the faces of friends and family and the throwing of
coloured and scented water – hence the name Festival of
Colours. Another popular custom on the first day of Holi
is to participate in the building of a large public bonfire. It
is customary for men to prepare for this by hunting for and
collecting wood. The bonfire is lit as the moon rises, close to
midnight.

Faiths and festivals Book 2: A month-by-month guide to multicultural celebrations around the year

This story is actually a Brazilian fab
makes it perfect to use when looki
story to use as the basis for a simp
with your children either in a hall o
through to familiarise children with
practice tries with you narrating an

The costume activity ideas are eas
the story lends itself well to both s
children – as many beetles as you

Warm-up activity

See Animal Moves and Emotions
on page 82.

Faiths and festivals Book 2: A month-by-m
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Early Literacy and language development
The Early Literacy Handbook
ISBN 978-1-907241-26-0 £21.00

This book is packed with
guidance on exploring
language and literacy
with children from Birth
to 7. Its context-based
approach, incorporating
phonics, ensures that
children become keen
readers and writers.

READING IN THE EARLY YEARS

CHAPTER 10

Strategies for reading

STRATEGIES FOR R

into conversation about differen

when the educator felt Kirsty wa
read aloud:
Educator:

Your turn to r

Kirsty:

The dog sees

Educator:

Mmmh.

Kirsty:

He sniffs in th

Educator:

He sniffs it, d

Kirsty:

He kicks the

Educator:

Oh, now wha

Kirsty:

He falls down

The dog falls
Educator:

The (Pauses)

Kirsty:

The dog falls

Educator:

He does, doe

Then what do
Original text:
The dog sees the box.
The dog sniffs the box.
The dog kicks the box.

The dog gets in the box. The do
The dog falls over.3

Although Kirsty was not reading

l Encourages the under-threes in their language
development and mark-making
l Develops enthusiasm for reading and writing
l Focuses on the emergent phonic awareness of three
to five-year-olds.

the meaning of the text had larg

Reading one to one with an educator

educator did not correct the chi
several interjections to support

The educator’s ability to interact with a small group or a

The term ‘shared reading’ or ‘shared read’ is now associated

reading. When the child hesitate

whole class can be greatly enhanced if they understand the

with a whole class lesson which features a text that a whole

restarted the sentence, then pa

subtleties of reading with an individual child. The supportive,

class can read, either one that is enlarged electronically or

respond appropriately. Such on

personal context of one-to-one reading is very important. The

a big book. However, the original ‘shared book experience’

effectively take place with all lev

strategy provides a natural link with the kinds of reading that

was developed by Don Holdaway in 1979 as a one-to-

learning to read. At later stages

many children experience at home with parents and other

one experience. The following example is indicative. The

directive in their support for dec

family members. In addition, if educators are to advise parents

extract is from a shared reading session that took place

also change, but the principles

on effective ways of working with their children, then they

over a period of approximately five minutes, which ended

discussion, instruction and enjo

2

need to be knowledgeable and effective at one-to-one reading

with the educator and the child discussing the story for a

themselves. One-to-one reading is also important because

few minutes more and the child talking about her own pet’s

One-to-one sessions are invalua

of its significant value to struggling readers1. Educators who

adventures. Five-year-old Kirsty was sharing a new book with

reading and can help with the id

work with struggling readers themselves or who delegate this

her educator. First, the educator read the story while Kirsty

responsibility to teaching assistants need to fully understand

looked at the pictures. Then they read through the story

the possibilities of one-to-one reading.

again with the educator asking Kirsty questions that drew her

1

Clay M (1979) The Early Detection of Reading Difficulties. Third Edition. Heinemann Education, Auckland, New Zealand.

2

Holdaway D (1979) The Foundations of Literacy. Ashton Scholastic, London, UK.
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The Early Years
Communication Handbook
ISBN 978-1-907241-03-1 £17.99

This is a comprehensive
guide to creating a
communication-friendly
setting and improving
young children’s speaking
and listening skills. It also
includes practical advice
on how to involve parents
and carers.
l Delivering high quality language provision
l Developing English language skills with speakers
of other languages
l What children should be attaining at different stages
of their development.
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HOW TO ORDER:
01722 716935

readers. A one-to-one session i

assess a child’s comprehension

their ability to decode words, an

3

www.practicalpreschoolbooks.com
orders@practicalpreschoolbooks.com

Campbell R (1990) Reading Together. Op
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